
Newsletter

Part II: Roco/Fleischmann/Brawa/Bemo  
Part 2 of our Toy Fair Newsletter will 
cover Roco, Fleischmann, Brawa and 
Bemo again this year.

This year, Fleischmann/Roco again 
focused on some new tooling as well as  
new technology to make your model 
railroading hobby more enjoyable. 

The highlight of the new tooling an-
nouncements is the HO scale BR 85 
heavy tank locomotive, known for be-
ing the power that pulled (and pushed) 
trains on the Hollentalbahn in the 

Black Forest until they were retired in 
the early 1960’s.  More new tooling can 
be found for the new HO model of the 
BR 210 diesel locomotive. Equipped 
with full sound for the prototype’s gas 
turbine engines this locomotive will be 
an impressive addition to any layout.

On the technology front we saw the 
launch of the Swiss 460 series with a 
built in video camera and a new model 
of the Roco MultiMouse handheld 
digital controller with WiFi for wire-
less operation with the Z21 digital 
system.

Experience the 
best in locomotive 
sound with Roco 
HO locomotives!

New for 2016 for Roco is 

the addition of Henning 

Sound to a number of Roco 

HO Digital Sound locomo-

tives.  Henning Sound is a 

combination of specially 

created digital sound files 

and the high quality ZIMO 

decoders which Roco has 

been using for a few years.  

Together with a high-

quality locomotive speaker 

these systems provide an 

incredible sound experi-

ence. Henning Sound will 

initially be available in Roco 

HO BR44 steam locomo-

tives 72235, 78235 and 

72233.

       Other Roco Digital 

Sound equipped locomo-

tives will continue to ship 

with the advanced ZIMO 

decoders that feature 

advanced motor manage-

ment, 10 function outputs 

and enough output power 

for two speakers.
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2016 Roco HO New Items

In HO, the main Roco announce-
ment is the BR85 Heavy Tank 
Locomotive which was built for 
pulling and pushing trains up the 
grades of the Hollentalbahn in 
the Black Forest. The model will 
feature all-new tooling, fine-scale 
wheels, and dynamic smoke and 
full sound options. The DC mod-
els are 72270 and 72271 while the 
Marklin AC models can be found 
under 78270 and 78271.

Austrian railway fans will be ex-
cited about the new tooling for the 
Rh 4061 of the OBB, an electric 
locomotive/railcar with a baggage 
compartment and the classic large 
headlights of the OBB.  The model 
features digital sound and will be 
available in the older green livery 
under 73292, 73293 and 79293 

(AC) and in blood orange under 
73290, 73291 and 79291 (AC).

More new DB tooling can be 
found with the DB BR 210 Gas 
Turbine Diesel locomotive. Avail-
able under stock #s 73730, 73731 
and 79731 (AC). Although not 
produced in larger numbers, we 
highly recommend considering 
the sound versions of this loco-
motive as the unique sounds of a 
gas turbine locomotive starting 
up and running (essentially a jet 
engine )would make an excellent 
addition to any DB layout. 

Roco/Fleischmann once again had a large booth this year showcasing a wide selection of models 
including new tooling in the works and their large selection of HO and N scale new items.

One of the Fleischmann HO highlights is the revised re-
lease of the DB BR 003 131-0 steam locomotive.  Updated 
both visually and technically this locomotive is sure to 
please.  This release features silver boiler rings and  LED 
lighting.  See stock #s 410304, 410374 (DCC Sound) and 
390374 (AC Sound).

Also new is the HO version of the E69 electric locomo-
tive. Made with fine detail, this tiny locomotive features a 
stay-alive capacitor in the digital versions for uninterrupt-
ed power. See stock #s 430001, 430071(DCC Sound) and 
390071 (AC Sound).

HO New Items
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Roco also informed us that the S 
160 USATC steam locomotives 
are finally in production. Both 
US and European modellers have 
been patiently waiting for these to 
work their way through the facto-
ry so we are excited to start seeing 
these in store.  See stock#s 72152, 
72153, 78153, 72150, 72151 and 
78151.

Italian collectors get some new 
tooling with the Gruppo 736 
Steam locomotive of the FS. This 
is an Italian version of the classic 
‘war locomotive’ and can be found 
under stock #s 72158, 72159 and 
78159.

French railway fans get a striking 
new era III version of the 150X35 
steam locomotive of the SNCF.  
See stock #s 62148, 62149 and 
68149.
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Roco HO continued...

On a more modern theme, we were very im-
pressed with the looks of the DB AG BR 111 in 
the new livery celebrating ‘500 Years of the Beer 
Purity Law’ or ‘Reinheitsgebot’. A must for anyone 
with a beer car collection or who enjoys a change 
from the usual plain liveries. Stock #s 73412 and 
79412 (AC).

Roco also used the Toy Fair to announce a new 
program coming in Spring 2016 that allows mod-
ellers to customize the printing on either an OBB 
Rh 1216 ‘Taurus’ or DB AG BR 185 electric loco-
motive.  We are excited to see what customizations 
people think of! More details will be available in 
the coming months. See stock #s 73488, 73489, 
73672, and for Marklin AC 79489 and 79672.

New freight cars include two new military cars 
which always sell out quickly.  67574 is a heavy 
duty flat wagon of the Deutsche Bahn AG with a 

Panzerhaubitze 2000 
(artillery) model. 
67595 is an Italian ver-
sion of the flat car with 
the same load.

New tooling for freight cars features a line up of new 
T2000 articulated trailer carrier wagons with finely 
detailed open construction. See stock number 67386 
to 67413. These cars are available in German and nor-
dic railway versions with various liveries of trailers.

Roco also announced that classic DB modellers get 
new tooling for the Omm 32 ‘Linz’ and Omm 32 
‘Villach’ gondolas in a variety of nationalities and eras 
and with/without a brakeman’s cab.

Stock number 64907 is 
a new production of a 
double-door era IV DB 
baggage car and includes 
interior fittings.

Narrow gauge modellers will want to take a look at 
the new HOe electric loco “Ötscherbär”  and match-
ing cars of the Niederösterreichischen Verkehrsor-
ganisationsgesellschaft (NOVOG - Austria).

Fleischmann is also releasing the E69 in a cog railway ver-
sion under 430003 and 430073 (DCC Sound) in the livery 
of Edelweiß Private Railways.

Even more new tooling for HO can be found in the new 
models of the BR 215 and BR225 diesel locomotives. These 
passenger locomotives were common sights across the DB 
and updated tooling is a nice surprise from Fleischmann. 
The 215 will be initially available in the blue/creme era IV 
scheme as 424001/ 424071/ 394071 and the 225 will be 
available in era V DB AG red under 424002/ 424072 (DCC 
sound) and 394072 (AC Sound).

Another highlight is the 552316 and 552317 weathered 
limestone hopper freight car sets.
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Roco announced a brand new 
version of the MultiMouse hand-
held digital controller under stock 
#10813. It features full wireless op-
eration using a WiFi connection to 
a Z21 base station. It runs on 3 AAA 
batteries and has all the features of the previous models including;

■ Control up to 9999 locos and 1024 turnouts/solenoid articles
■ Ergonomic one-hand operation for right and left handers
■ Controller with center position
■ 64 loco addresses can be stored in the database with names
■ Up to 21 functions per loco
■ Supports 14/28/128 speed steps
■ Read/write CV values on locomotive decoders.
■ Adjustable brightness display

Roco also announced a number of new accessories for the Z21 that 
provide a great deal of expand ability for the Z21 ecosystem includ-
ing;

#10815 - Z21 Booster ‘light with 3A (‘basic’ features)
#10816 - Z21 Booster with 3A (with extensive options/features)
#10807 - Z21 Dual Booster with 2 x 3A and full features
#10808 - Z21 Detector with Railcom occupancy detection for 8 tracks

Z21 users will also want to take a look at the following model with 
built in video cameras for use with the Z21 driving console;

■ SBB 460 Electric locomotive with cam 73280/ 79280(AC) 

■ OBB 1116 202 „Railjet“ with cam  73234/ 79234 (AC)

■ DB AG BR 103 240 Electric Locomotive with cam 72287/78287(AC)

Even if you do not have a Z21 you can still receive the wide-angle, 
full-color video signal on almost any WiFi device such as a smart-
phone, tablet, PC or television. 
 

`

2015 Roco HO 
New Items cont.
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N Scale New Items
Unfortunately Fleischmann did 
not announce a  “Train of the 
Year” for 2016 however there are 
still plenty of new models for 
N-scale modellers to get excited 
about.

The diminutive E69 loco, first an-
nounced last year, is back in a new 
era III version with an optional 
factory installed DCC decoder.  
See stock # 737105 and 737185.

A version of E69 as a Edelweiß-
Privatbahn electric cog railway 
locomotive was also announced 
and is bound to be very popular. 
See stock #s 737104/ 737184.

Fleischmann announced new 
tooling for the DB AG Bombar-
dier TRAXX BR 146 247-2  elec-
tric locomotive in the „Vernetzt 
in die Zukunft“, livery. 738801/ 
738871 (sound). 

Also new is tooling for the BR185 
TRAXX 2 locomotive under stock 
# 738802/ 738872 (digital sound)
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The new BR 185 was also an-
nounced in the Lokomotion livery 
under stock # 738803/ 738873 and 
as an SBB class 482 under 738804/ 
738874 (digital sound).

The regular DC versions of both 
new TRAXX locomotives use a 
brand new Next18 digital interface 
and a appropriate Fleischmann 
NEXT18 decoder was announced 
as item 685601.

Fleischmann’s DB BR55 steam 
locomotive also got an update with 
a built in decoder and flickering 
firebox. This is the first time it has 
been available in an era IV version. 
Stock # 781308/ 781388 (DCC).

Another popular item will be the 
DB E 10 1239 electric locomotive 
in the classic Rheingold livery as a 
museum design. 733602/ 733672 
(Digital Sound).

See our website for all the 2016 
N-scale new releases!

Bemo’s new items program features a new all-metal “Model of the 
Year” with the Tm 2/2 81 Rail Service tractor under stock # 1278111.

Also featured is another all-metal model of the Rhb Xk 9132 Räump-
flug/ Plow under stock # 2299192.

Bemo announced new tooling for the Rhb Gak-v class large covered 
goods wagons.

2278171 - Gak-v 5401 with silver doors
2278175 - Gak-v 5415 with silver doors
2278176 - Gak-v 5416 with gold doors
2278179 - Gak-v 5416 with gold doors
2278190 - Gak-v 5420 “Kuoni transport”

Bemo also released a separate new items brochure for their new Om 
narrow gauge line featuring the Rhb Ge 4/4 electric locomotives and 
plenty of rolling stock.  See our website shortly for all the details.

N Scale New Items
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Brawa was excited to promote their all-new tooling of 
the DB AG BR 425 Railcar. Produced with stunning 
detail these models will look amazing on any modern 
layout.  As always Brawa will be producing these in 
different versions including Analog DC, Digital Basic 
(AC), as well as Digital EXTRA in both DC and Mar-
klin AC versions.  These are being produced in 32 (!) 
versions for a number of German regions;  DB Regio 
North Rhein Westphalia,DB Regio Southeast, DB Regio 
3 Lowen-Takt, DB Regio Southwest, DB Regio Bavaria, 
DB Regio Hesse and DB Regio North. All have specific 
markings and destination boards.

We are excited to be able to bring in the Toy Fair lim-
ited editions of the DRG G7.1 Steam Locomotive and 
the matching coal car set - these are factory weath-
ered versions only available to dealers attending the 
2016 Toy Fair in Germany. The loco is available as 
40744,40745,40746 and 40747 and the cars as 45900.

We were also able to get access to a number of other 
very limited special releases available. These sets include 
some amazing 10-car sets of tank cars and covered 
goods wagons in various factory/industry markings.  
Many are factory weathered. These will sell very quickly 
so don’t delay - see them all by clicking here.

Also new from Brawa is brand new tooling for the clas-
sic DB rebuilt luggage cars.  These were seen on many 
DB passengers trains in era III and these new models 
are typical Brawa quality with exceptional detail.  See 
stock #s 46250, 46251 and 46252 (2-car set)

Brawa HO 2015 New Items

Brawa N Scale
In N Scale locomotives, no new tooling again 
this year, however new tooling was announced 
for both the classic two-axle tank car of the 
DB and the classic G10 covered good wagons. 
These new wagons feature the attention to detail 
that BRAWA is known for. Both wagon types 
are available in a wide variety of paint schemes 
which are always popular.  See our Brawa N Scale 
New Items for all the listings.

Brawa also announced new issues of the Gmhs 
35 cover wagon in some liveries bound to be very 
popular including 67309, a PEZ candy branded 
wagon.

Brawa O Scale
This year Brawa is offering several nice DB Era 
III 2 axle tank cars which you can find under 
the following stock #’s; 37258; 37257; 37261 and 
38362.  

A very hot freight car series is the Era IV Refrig-
erator UIC Cars; this year we get Evian, STEF 
and Dole Fruit liveries as 37214; 37215 and 37218

Remember Brawa O models are the perfect 
models to expand your Lenz O Model Railway!6
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